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Hey, Dan Cupid! How About a Shot?
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By DICK RUTHERFORD
"In youth, Love is ever on the
ing, hut like the birds in spring,
bath not yet built its nest."
Can it be that Dan Cupid’s helpis are attempting to steal the
, ry heart of Saint Valentines
,ay? Or, are they merely feath. !ing the romantic nest of this
Feb. 14’ Whichever is the case
it appears to be a perilous way to
score a strike with 91’ Dan’l himself.
For this is the day for the bold
.it to be told, and the shy to give
i the "college try".
Press her,
Caress her,
With kisses,
Her kisses.
Pope
The "patron saint of lovers",
or whom the day has taken its
1romantic attire, presents rather a

fanciful narratiNe to stir the imaginative.
Remarkably enough,
there was not one saint, but two
for whom Saint Val.,ntines Day
may have been named. The first,
an Italian bishop, lived in the
third century. In defiance of an
edict
of Claudius II abolishing
marriage, the good bishop secretly performed a number of wedding ceremonies which eventually
led to his imprisonment and subsequent death.
"Like Dian’s kiss, unask’d, unsought.
Love gives itself, but is not
bought."
- Longfellow.
The second explanation involves
the beheading of Saint Valentine
in 270AD for refusing to renounce
Christianity. As the stors: goes, he
was in love with a blind girl and
while awaiting execution, he is

supposed to have dashed it::
farewell message to his love sign-I
ed. "From your Valentine-. To’
wonder why he expected a blind!
girl to read seems out of tune suth
the tender scene.
"Love is blind, but marriage is
an eye opener."
- -anons mous)
The earliest date of Saint Valentines Day goes back to the ancient Roman Feast of Lupercalia.
It was a great event for the Roman boys who held what could he
described as the first game of
"post -office". A name of a girl
was drawn by lot and the boy
earned the privilege of courting
the female whose name he had
drawn.
"Proceed sweet Cupid: thus hast
thumped him with thy bird-bolt

under the left pap ’
Shaiwylieare.
theii4allitoltioNN trs bassuperstiat the
ed on
first person enCountered on Valent4morning was either a des..
tined husband or wife, or at least
Valentine for the year. As can be
seen this led to many carefully
laid plans and sometimes to cunning strategy on the part of either
sex.
"Love in fantastic triumph sat."
By the fifth century the practice became so widely popular that
Pope Gelasius dedicated the fourteenth of February to Saint Valentine and proclaimed him the
Patron Saint of Lovers.
"You have, got half a kiss.
I have got another.
Let us make a whole one, then,
By putting them together."

Women Invade S.D’s. Barracks
Spartan Daily \ alentines Day Issue
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
/
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11 HAT’S I.
THERE?
these two precari tttt sly inclined
individuals he Dan Cupid’s helpers in the guise of muses or are
they merely a pair of san Jose
State college males finding a
secluded spot until "Sadie Haw kin’s" %seek blows over?
photo by Zimmerman

Plans Include
Seminar Here
Included in the plans for the
establishment of an Industrial Relations institute here are seminars for advanced students, according to Dr. William H. Poytress,
head of the Social Science department.
The seminars weuld complete
the present curriculum in Industrial Relations which includes labor economics, government adjustment of labor disputes, wage theory and analysis, union -management relations, principles of arbit rat ion, time and motion study,
and personnel.
Dr. Edwin Shaw, who will head
the institute, says that cooperation has been assured by Santa
Clara valley business men and labor leaders.
The college advisory board expressed interest in the project last
week and said that it would meet
a need for an impartial agency to
study local problems.

The Weather
Valentines Day a day set aside
for lovers to express their sentiments and for greeting card companies and candy-makers to make
a pile of loot, says "7", the disappointed weather bird.
He’s just bitter because his girl
has jilted him for another man.
However, he predicts fair weather
for the happy couples. A high near
70 degrees is expected.

Ping Pong Players
Will Cross Paddles
The intra-mural ping-pong tournament, sponsored by the Newman club, will be held Feb. 19, 20,
and 21. in Newman hall, according
to Jelsey Actis, publicity chairman.
.
Marine Manglola and Bill Nigmes.er are in charge of the tourney. Sign-ups will be held Feb. 16
in the Men’s P.E. office, or at
Newman hall.
The tournament is open to both
men and women, MISS Act is said.
Fraternities and sororities will
compete in their own league, and
independent groups will have their
league.
The sign-up is limited to two en tiles from each organization. Trophies will be awarded the winners of- the tournament
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New Members
Attend First
Council Meet
The Student Council met yesterday afternoon in the Student
Union with newly elected class
representatives sitting in for the
first time.
New class representatives introduced at yesterday’s meeting
are: Ed Gasper, senior class; Tom
Mullan, junior class; Joan Velander and Doc Weaver, freshman
class.
The council voted to accept the
resignation of Herb Patnoe, senior class representative, who dropped out of college last week to accept a teaching position in South
San Francisco.
A successor to Patnoe will be
appointed by the Student Council,
as prescribed by the ASB constitution.
The sophomore class was granted a loan of $75, to be taken from
the SJS general fund, to cover
losses incurred in the recent "soph
hop".
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Today’s .Air Raid
7’o Test Defense
Bells ringing today will herald the first practiee air raid
since the last war. The approimat. busiest time of the day
was planned for the sounding
of the campus air alarm.
Bill Hubbard, chairman of the
Defense and Disaster committee, urged instructors to take
note of conditions pzevailing
during the raid and report their
findings to the committee. The
notes will be used to find the
weak points in the present plan
and, if possible, utilize new suggestions in the event of further
practice raids.
Hubbard said that if the pressent plan is not feasible the committee may draw up a whole
new set of plans. The present
set-up was not completed in full
detail because the committee
did not know if it would work
at all.
_ _

Features Female News

Joan
Hale,
and her staff of AWS members,
took over at the Spartan Daily
office yesterday to put out the
women’s issue for today.
This issue is part of the Women’s Week campaign to bring the
activities of campus women into
the limelight. Today’s news is
chiefly concerned with women, the
features are about women, and
even the sacred domain of men,
the sport’s page, has been sacrificed for the feminine cause.
The next and last highlight of
Women’s Week will be the heart’s
Delight dance to be held F’riday
at the Scottish Rite temple. Bob
Russell’s orchestra will play from
9 p.m, to 1 a.m.
Bids for this girl -ask -boy dance
are now on sale in the librai arch
for $1 a couple.
A change has been made in the
method of selecting the Jack -ofhearts who will rule oer the
dance Friday night. Judges have
been appointed to select candidates throughout the evening by
looking over the men in attendance. During the grand march, the
judges will have an opportunity to
view the candidates and name
their choice for Jack -of-hearts. He

Former Head of Army K-9 Program
Assures Top Care for Guide Dogs
Canines being trained as guide oil. They are fed on13: once a day.
Each dog is groomed every day
dogs by the training school of
Guide Dogs for the Blind Inc. at by the blind person assigned to
San Rafael get better medical care the animal. This grooming, which
and attention than do average consists mainly of brushing, keeps
house pets. according to Mr. Wil- its "oat in good condition. Since
liam F. Johns, the school’s trainer.
Mr. Johns, Who was director of
the Army’s K-9 program during
World War II, told the Spartan
Daily recent I y that dogs arei
placed in an isolation room for
two weeks when they arrive at the
The Student Y nominating comschool to protect other animals
mittee
will give its report, and
from possible disease. All dogs are
given complete physical examina- elections will open at the general
tions before they are sent home meeting and party tonight, acwith a blind person, Johns added. cording to Jim Martin, Student Y
Between entrance and gradua- executive secretary.
tion from the school as guide dogs,
A Valentine party with games,
the animals are fed carefully and taffy pulling and dancing, is the
groomed every day to insure that feature event planned for the
they remain healthy, Mr. Johns meeting. The party begins in the
said.
Student Y at 7:30 p.m
The animals are fed 21::: pounds
Elections will he open at the
of specially prepared food daily. Student Y on Thursday and FriThe food is a mixture of horse day to give all Student Y memmeat, kibble, which is a bran pro- bers a chance to vote, according
duct, and a teaspoon of cod liver to Martin.
Kirby Campbell is general chairman for the party. Maggie Huff
and Patt Stevens are in charge of
Dr. Frederick Graham, profes- games and refreshments, and the
sor of history, announces that his decorations are being handled by
course in History 194B will meet Bart Hammond. Laura French,
and Eugene Secor.
on Thursday night this week.

Y to Combine
Taffy, Ballots

Class Moves Time

dogs have no pores, frequent bathing is unnecessary.
The dogs are housed in modern
kennels that have plenty Of exercise space. Each kenn.d has a
series of stalls, with two do"Ts
housed in each one.
Since 1942 the school has turned
out 155 guide dog and blind person
teams.
The campus drive to buy a new
guide dog for Edwin Lanini reached S1t72.32 by 2:30 o’clock yesterday afternoon. New contributions
were received from the Dutch
Mill, whose staff donated $20 and
collected $20.05 in a donation can
by the cash register; the CSTA
gave 625; Kappa Sigma Kappa and
Eta Epsilon each gave $5

Rifle Co-Captains
Warren Winovich and Frank
Huglin were elected co-captains
of the varsity rifle team at their
first formal meeting Thursday, according to Capt. Hugh W. Donovan, faculty adviser.
"Varsity team captains will be
elected for each quarter," Capt.
Donovan said. The team’s next
match will he with Santa Clara
on Mar. 1.

%%01
Towned later in elaborate ceremonies.
Judges will be Dr. and Mrs. Albert Schmoldt.
Dean and Mrs.
Stanley Benz, Miss Helen Dimmick and Mrs. Delta Pritchard
Committee chairmen for t
dance are Betty lshimatsti, overall chairman:
Rosemary Arndt.
decorations: Leta Howard. publicity: Edith Perazo, tickets. and
Joyce Dalton. refreshments.

EX-MoVIr STAR 1/41’r MS
One hundred eight y-fis students
gathered In the Little Theater
yesterday t11 hear (Wren "(’.k."
she eplained
as
TIM nsend
"what
heist titans to me".
‘Bliss Townsend spoke quirt. IN
and %%reify of her search for 3
happy life and her decision that
hrist.
the way is through
-Being In motion pictures I,, just
as dull as it van he compared to
being a Christian," she (114-itir..41.
MI0" Tout osettil and her Misband,
Louis I’.’, tins Jr.. whose fa t 1-er is
past or of Minya ood’s
1111r1 h,
us Iii lead
Prr.foNti
Itig group. ca. II
discussions at
VI/
14/.
this
night

Poet Says Lincoln
WOUld Appro ve
WOOSTER, 0,, Feb. 13 ii:!’,
If Abraham Lincoln were alive today he would counsel a long-range
policy based on the United Nations pact, according to poet-anthor Carl Sandhury
pi (-sent,
" ’In times like t
na.n should utter not 1111117, for
which t h’s would not willingly be
responsible in time and eteinity,’
Sandhurg said last night. quoting
Lincoln in an interview after a
lecture at the College of Wooster.
"I can sakly say he would he
for the United Nations, for he had
an instinct for human solidarity,"
the white-haired, 73 -year-old biographer of Lincoln said.
"He would be for the United
Nations pact. He would favor the
Marshall plan. He had a Marshall
plan of his own." Sandburg haul
he was referring to Lincoln’s plan
to have the Federal government
buy the slaves and free them.
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Either Way. It’s a Man’s World

State college show that
of brain tissue.
Any edge women hold over men in the brains department is
..inporary. if the results of a recent survey are true.
The survey has proved that the smarter and more intelligent
become, the more they parallel men.
Innocent of face, this development may be the whole solution
Grade point averages at San Jose
,,men are pacing the
in the utilization
This, we believe, cannot last.

field

t-, unlocking the door housing all the enigmatic secrets of sex.
If the constant clash of the sexes for centuries was only women’s
problem was not one of the inattempt to emulate men,
destructible force meeting the immovable object, and resulting in
the inconceivable crash.
It now is clear why many women wear slacks, read William
Faullinet:s -Sanctuary", and spend Saturday afternoons
Trembleboob’s canasta
Meadows instead
typical haunts -of the male brigade every day,

then the

at Bay
party.
of Mrs.
lap over
These
year of
more and more into the- embrasure of women. With each
education, the female half of the world longs more for the pastimes
if its chief rival. The illiterate women narrowed their interests to
children.
sewinWith
g, cooking and rearinghowever,
seamstresses took over the needle
more learning,
,etrithread work, restaurants boomed and orphanages propagated.
The learning, alas, resulted in high grade point averages and the

of poor -nen in colleges sueh as San Jose dropped below
"OW .
that of women.
Harassed by the draft, drawn by athletic es:ents, men hit the
doldrums in grade-m*44’o in I950-51.
They need not worry. however. Women, treading the path laid
out for them by our survey, eventually will match the record of their
. als Educstion will see to that
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Splits Opinion
Of SJS Coeds

By

DICK SNIDER

By ARDETH
Al a tune V. ticumen all Over
the United States again are leavmi; college campuses to enter the
:.rmed services, the question arises
"What about drafting women’’’
In a recent poll Spartan co-eds
revealed their feelings on the
subject
Here are a few of the
cOMments:
Barbara Burgess, freshman sect-0mm] major- "I’m heartily in
favor of joining the armed forces
so I can keep an eye on my man,
I ion."
Site
Gingerick,
junior C.F.
major. Sue isn’t in favor of a
draft for women, because most of
Us" men she knows don’t approve

’47?2

s iltk,

can

and

Victor also

Marlene De Tads. sophomore
ineiehandising major’ "If there
were a women’s draft, there
wouldn’t be anyone lett in college."
Vs none
tiineste. senior G.E.
’ major "Women sii,add be drafted
ii they are needeil. but not for
:ornamental purisises only."
Edwina Shockley, senior art
niajor- "What do you mean.
St omen in the its
forces? I’d
rather be (1114PII of my own do[slain
than Cinderella to a WAC
sergeant."
Pat Fos, junior P.E. major: "A
woman’s place is in the home. All
I need is a home."
Margaret Vote, freshman commercial major: "I’m just writing
a composition in favor of women
irmine itte
4 )il..-r,
Mardi II
and Honore
Currey, II, -Mikan art and O.T.
majors: "It seems that all the
men are going so we might as well
eta too .
Iterafre Papley. freshman G.E.
majoi -What fools these mortals
"
Mars ’,repute and Jelary Ardis.
junior
F. and music majors:
’ Women in the service should not
to. looked down upon by the male
population."
II osa lie Frarizolts, sophomore
C E. major "It men can tie drafted, Si) can women "
Ann Tretnialne and Carolyn Burrell,
sophomore G.E.
majors!
%Ve’re not in favor of joining unless it’s necessary and here’s hoping it never will be."
On the serious side, Miss Mildred McAfee Horton, wartime
head of the WAVES. believes that
the social forces which made
a omen hesitate to volunteer for
talitar.v duty would vanish if they
ere drafted.
Miss Dorton is not working for
coeduc at iona I organizations
-he believes that the women
hould take noncombatant posts.
releasing thousands of men for
combat (hits

llosher Schedules
HAI- Photographs
.Rally committee pictures for
the La Torre definitely will be taken at tonight’s meeting." according to Ed Mosher, Rally committee chairman.
Masher said the group will meet
in Room 21 tonight at 7 o’clock
and that "La Torre photographers
will be there for sure."
"Final arrangements will be
made for the Rally committee’s
forthcoming musical comedy, ’Just
Ice Laughs
Mosher said. Other
committee reports also will be
made.

Sierra ( lub Plans
Serun-11il1. Jaunt
list ’’.c-’

lit, ,ind taculty

members has, been insited by the
local Sierra club to participate in
a hike Feb 18 The jaunt will
start at the O’Connell ranch in
the southern part of the Santa
Clara valley
It %sill he about
seven miles lone, according to
Mr Elmo A Robinson. professor
of philosophy
- The ground hog, or woodchuck,
which traditionally wakes from
winter sleep and emerges from its
burrow on Feb 2 to forecast an
early or Late spring, is a species
of marmot
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women’s Draft

"Finally took the ivy off the Tower."

Dean West Lists Hints
For Blue Card Getters
By DIANA MEYERS
Do those blue -valentine greetings from instructors have you
"bothered and bete ildered "
Mr. Joe H. West, dean of students, suggests remedies for a
case of "blue -card jitters." Since
the cards are sent as a warning
of unsatisfactory work, students
should do everything possible to
clear their deficiencies.
Dean
West urges students who receive
blue cards to follow this procedure:
1. Consult with the instructor
as soon as possible and get from
him all the help possible.
2. Confer with a member of
the personnel counseling staff if
this Is sour first quarter in college and ’Oh has*. received one
or more blue cards.
3. Confer with a
personnel
counselor if you have been enrolled more than one quarter and
received more than one blue card.
Although old students wilt) receive
only one Nue
to have ah intervieW:
arts
invited to do so.
4. See a counselor preferably
after you have seen your instructors. Occasionally it is sufficient
to consult with the instructor
only. An interview with a personnel counselor who has all your
records available can be of considerable help. however.
Appointments for conferences

ed

card,.tovntVeqpittpl

Is

nuas. be made in Room 114. Liberals arts transfer students
should confer about blue cards
with Dean Jay C. Elder in
Room 110.
Counselors are keeping their
schedules clear Feb. 14-20 to take
care of blue card conferences. Students are asked to observe the
following schedule in order to
ease the load of interviews:
Students whose last names begin with A through C report Feb
14. The D-H group are asked to
report Feb. 15: I -M, Feb. 16: N -R.
Feb. 19; S -Z, Feb. 20.
If a student is unable to appear
on the day indicated he should
make an appointment for another
day as soon as possible. Dean
West urges students not. to delay
their blue card conferences. Conference time will be more difficult to arrange and the interview
is not as beneficial later in th.
quarter.
-A student- who,comee 4p for djsqualificatiyo pt .t/se epd .of gat
quarter is granted less leniency I!
he has failed to have a blue card
conference.
Once a year th eearth revolve,
around the sun, tracing an orbit
which is almost circular and about
186,000,000 miles
in diametei
Thus, our position now is about
that distance from where we wet.,
six months abo.

S.IS Wont en Beat Men in Grade
Pint Averages, Surrey Shows
By DIANA METERS
Are women more intelligent
than men.
The eime-worn question has
been answered, at least as far as
San Jose State college is concerned Spartan men and women
have an equal competence average, according to Mr. Joe H.
West. dean of students
The
stomen on campus get
better grades. though. The total
gratie-pitint menage for undergraduate women Is 1.52, %%hereto: male .rhoiarii average 1.43.
These aveniges are based upon a
sampledspe stirses rather than
upon the total population of
the college, Dean West said,
"Perhaps if the statistic S weree
based upon more cases and the
grade -averages were more consistent. they would show that the
difference bet ween scholast i
achievement of men and womei
would not he so great," he said
Why do women gel belle’ .
erodes, if they are no more intelligent than men" Evidence show’,!
that women are better student,
in that they have more efficient
study habits They, also have more
persistence and are better able to
"buckle down" to studies.
Geode-poist averages of both

tidfttre"ti
BARBECUE PIT

The Original -Dunking Sandwich ’
15 South I Ith St.

CY

4-4814

men and WOMPO are higher in
the junior and senior years. ac cording to Dean West’s statistics. This increase Is due, the
dean believes, to the selection
of courses that takes place and
to more sincerits of purpose on
the part of the students.
The less intelligent student,
tend to drop out in lower -division
Those remaining have more definite interests in their fields ot
study.
When asked if he thought
women are better students thar
:
men, Dean %Vest answered.
think women are better . . .
lookine"
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Schmidt Says No Skirts Oooh! La, La!
Week
Can Sign in Cop School French
Begins Montla

By D. DIXIE WISE
There just is no women’s das
in the San Jose State college police school.
If the sweet young thing wants:
to take criminal investigation !
just because it sounds interesting!
"tough,"
says
Mr.
Willard.
Schmidt, head of the school. The:
Police school has a written ride
that nobody but majors in the
field and MEN can take the coveted classes. Vito?
Well Mr.:
Schmidt and colleagues give these ,
answers:
1. Classroom dismeanor is such;
that women would upset the police wagon. "We sometimes do a
little cussing in police classes, and ,
the boys might feel funny about
a girl being there.
We just
couldn’t conduct our classes as
close to regular routine police
work as possible," Mr. Schmidt
explained. Profanity is used, it
seems, to accustom as much as
possible B92 to the big bad world.
2. Nobods Lut a pollee major
is allovved to take police courses.
Mr. Schmidt’s reasons arc that
the de.partment, under the present set-up, cannot accommodate
anyone but majors. BUT, according to the rules, a iioman
isn’t major in police at San
Jose State college, men if she
has a burning interest in the
courses offered, even if she is a
gun-tothe Annie Oakley and a
bull’s-eye shot.
Now it is granted that there
are comparatively few women who
ssould be interested in majoring

in police, but there might be some
who would like to take a police
course for an elective.
Comparatively few women are
interested in engineering, Diesel
engines, wind tunnels and chipped
ice makers, hut the Engineering
department has had several girls
taking engineering courses as
electives, and there has been one
major, according to Mrs. Lois
Bowman, Engineering department
secretary. She said, however, that
there never had been a woman
graduated as an engineering major
from SJS.
The Industrial Arts department never has registered a
woman IA major, but many
women take courses such as
jewelry, printing, ocvupational
therapi, upholstery and even
watch making, according to the
department office. And there is
no ruling against women
majors.
a nd
Even tlw Aeronautics
Mathematics departments have
had a few women interested
enough in those more masculine
subjects to register for them.
ROTC has no women in the
training program but then there
never has been a proposed in -college: military training program for
women.
women’s day or no
But
women’s day the Police school will
lack petticoats and lipstick, pretty
legs and the college woman’s high
intellect, except for Secretary
Ruth Marsh, who does the office
work for Mr. Schmidt.

Leathernecks Seek Officer Material
tmong Qualified Seniors, Graduates

-

College seniors and graduates’
are being given an opportunity to
become commissioned officers in
the Marine Corps reserve, according to Major J. G. Juett. USMC,
Marine Corps officer procurement
representative.
This Officers Candidate course
is designed to obtain officers immediately for the Marine Corps,
Major Juett said yesterday.
Age requirements for the program state that the applicant
must be over 20 and under 27 on
July 1. "I am not authorized to
accept applications from medical.
dental, or theological students,"
Major Juett stated.
Applicants who are accepted
will be sent to Paris Island, NC.
for a 10-week training period,
after which they will receive second lieutenant’s commissions in
the Marine reserve. They will
then go to Qttantico. Va., for Officers’ Basic school.
Officers recruited under this
program will serve until the Marine reserve is demobilized, the
major said. Candidates can resign

from the program at any time until they receive the commission, he
declared.
Interested students can contact
Major Juitt at Room 32 in the
Federal office budding, San Francisco.

Buildings 14idergo
Interior Painting

Monday, Feb. 19, marks the I
beginning of "French Week" on
the San Jose State college campus.
according to Iota Delta Phi members, Julie Alger and Frederick
Brown.
The week-long event will be
climaxed Friday at 11:30 a.m.
with a speech in the Little Theatre by French Consul Jean del.agarde. The consul will speak on
"French Foreign Policy."
Miss Alger says that all French
classes will he open to visitors
during the celebration. Plans are
in process now for movies and
various displajs around the campus.
present
will
M.
del.agarde
awards to students participating
in the French Honor society’s production, "Le Matadi, Imaginaire."
Sunday afternoon, at the close of
the festivities, a formal initiation
will be held for new members of
Iota Delta Phi with Assistant
Consul M. Kehaile officiating. A
banquet at Chez Yvonne -will close
the affair.

Spartans Act
To Help D.Ps.

By ARDETH MA l%
Vir lent in.: dance. is
i,f t he
There are mans questions and
(1311e,
misconceptions concerning 1 hi..
Women’s %%eel, now in progAssociated Women Stud.nts or- ress, is a 11.%% addition to AWS
ganization on campus. according activities. I it priet es suer...wto Joan Hale, AWS president. In hit. it aid lieu
a traditional
week in connection with the
an intersiew yesterday. Joan outlined the purposes and actis it les
Heart’s Delight dance.
of this organization in order to.
Match Melodies. a spline sin%
clarifj its position In campus life test for women’s liting gt:sips.
Any woman ASH card hold.n is, was held last jean toy the; two
a member of AWS and is entitled, time. The groups ale lodged and
to participate in its activities. An1 trophies or plaques are given to
organ of the student government. the three outstanding groups.
AWS attempts to meet the needs
One of the outstanding srn inc
and interests of campus women. activities is the fashion shoo,
Student body funds are allocated I usually sponsored h a local striii.
for many AN’S activities and; Last sear men participated in thi
service projects which benefit’ show for th.. first time
students and the community.
Also in the spring in the as-ti.
itic banquet. h ...... ring the 190
Through it’. meth-Rita. AR’s
on cammoM outstanding
provides eperience in student
pus. IMO% from other organ. government, training of leaders
tallow. beside, .AVis are eligible
for .campois organirations and
for this honor.
tor future work in rommunit
I nil. I act i Ines and
ic.
groups. ’loam believes that Me
Iriendahips made in AWS are ; lb.- group ari tours ter high
Ins aluable, rapeciaillv to girls I students. aid in the tuberc...;
who do not belong to other soc- seal campaign, and maintenam.ial or living groups for women. ’ ol the AWS Lounge.

Each women’s organization ha,
a representatise to AWS, to pro side an inter -relation of women’s ,
groups within the organization.
A total of $1500 in donation;
Election of cabinet members is f
and pledges has been offered to held in the spring, along with:
help bring five D.P. students to other student taxis elections. It., Thirtj lithographs. ej‘f. - Ma the San Jose Stat. college cam- sides the regular cabinet ofticers.,I Jive of the work done in Mr. John
pus before the D.P. act expires.
there are six honorary cabinet ! ktottram’s 1950 Art ’151 classes,
According to Jim Martin, exec- members the presidents of Spar- are "going on the road" en a It’s’. utise s.ecretars of the Student Y, tan Spears, Black Masque and, cling ail exhibition throughout
$137 in cash has been collected Panhellenic, the two secretaries of the state.
from campus groups, the cookie the Student Council and the! The show will he scvn at 4.4tItil
sale held two weeks ago, and in- women’s repremmtative at large.; Rosa junior college. Ventura jun.. I
dividual donations.
NtoM of the activities. of AWS ior college, Taft, and Santa Aria.
Room and board for two girls
Art students who contlibutrd lo
are traditional. (Inc of the most
I. valued at $1200, and S150 has
Important is the big and little I Its’ show are: Roy Morita. N been pledged for books, Pledges
sister program for the purpom- thanitI I). Fast. Ukeleles O’Neill,
toward transportation amount
of webmming net. uonon stu- ’ Ih-nis Genesi. Mao l’odri. Sonia
to $75 and $75 has been pledged
Macy, Mrs. 1-veraldin,
dents to the campus. Each new
toward general expenses.
ro-ed has a big sister otio Lois L. McCord. Richard Inman,
The D.P. Student committee answers her questions about
Elmer Janetsky, Itticheal Minessie,
hopes to gain additional lunds campus facilities and helps in
Nancs- Rockingham, \torten Thii
through the "Dare to Share" pro- her orientation to college life,
baud, Irwin 1Vbitaker, Gloria P,tject which opened Monday, giving
Campus Compass, a handbook crs, and Bobbie Klein.
students an opportunity to offer for acquaintins students with the
Forme, students repraseenr ’d isa
their time instead of money.
campus, is published each sum- the show are l’harles FSpies
Under the "Dare to Share" mer by AWS members.
and Galen Stuttershach
project, students may sign with
fall
,
eachq
Jinx,
held
AWS
,r
e
u
the Student Y to do part 11113e ter, is the only informal social co WARMER WORLD, St Ali sr
work offered by persons in the the year as which onlj women
Th e
al")
(1511K(mii.
community. The money earned at ; students get together lot an eve- world mas he warming up. says
these jobs goes to the D.P. Stu- ning of fun.
Joseph .1. Hickej. a t’sliseisit of
dent project
Heart’s Delight, the haditional; Wisconsin prolessoi. Ile draw- his
The present D.P. art.
evidence front the chancing 11,0ets
tilt Ii job or scholar111,NY
ing
of birds and mammals Maw -lyeship assurances to enter t
el
(’
hi.’..’ 1%11ill if
United states, .’spire’. June 30.
I wit hwargi
and there is little chance flt it
in
tieing reniwed, so the t’
ohich students IUA) be brought
herc is limited, according to
The sail Jos., state
Symphonic band will give its first
Martin.
Threc to our months al1’
concert of the winter quart.,
quired to process visas, and they Tuesdaj night Feb. 20, according
must be completed txtore the act to Mr. Robert P. obion, assistant
expires. This means that March I professor of music, who will con
is the deadline.
duct.
According to Mr Olson this is
the first of two on-campus appearances for the band. Three
have
perlormances
off -campus
been scheduled to be given la lori
DON’T 1ORt.11 ii! Ii
Pi Nu Sigma. pre -nursing club. the end of the college .,ear.
DEI
Highlights of the program will
has been invited to tour the CaliDOME -MADE I It’.
be "Southern Cross" played bj
fornia school of nursing, according
Charles Duval, coronet soloist, and
at the
to Miss Pauline Davis, pre -nurs- "Piece Heroics" conducted hi Mi
music
ing department head.
SJS
Johnson,
M.
Harold
S)iarfit,
The girls will make the excur- staff member wit, arranged the
sion Saturday, Feb. 24. The pur- music for band.
The concert will Is
Street #1 120
Santa C
pose of the trip is to acquaint San
over radio station KI
_
Jose State college pre-n urs int!
students with other schools
g
nwith
isr
unpi:
,
and
serious
grams of training.
Those who are interested
making the tour are. urged to all’
up with Miss Davis in 1173 bytes:
Feb. 21. Information as to tras
portation expenses may be. ii
tamed when students register I..
the trip.
FOI Valentine’s Day
give her

iltu(hnt Se Art
To Tour State

SJS Band Concert
To be Held Feb. 20

Quick, Courteous
Service

Pre-Nursing Chub
Will Visit School

MacQuarrie Test
Hits Press in Text

1)r. Russ to Speak

$

AWS Sponsors Many
- Activities During Year

Room nuinbers in th. main
building, removed in the process
of refinishing and repainting the
doors, temporarily will be chalked
in to avoid contusion, according to
Byron Bollinger. supervisor of
buildings and grounds. He said the
numbers would he painted on
later replacing the metal ones
that were easily removed and lost.
The work on the doors will precede a general repainting of the
main building exterior, Bollinger
stated recently. He said that the
work on the doors was being done
by men from the State Division
of Architecture. The rest of the
job will be completed later between school quarters.
Reason for the new paint job
is that wartime paint was used in
and has
Dr. Marques E. Reitzel, San the previous repainting
not worn well, Bollinger said.
Jose State college art professor,
is one of the judges at the current
art exhibit of the Stockton Art
League in the port city’s Commissioned Officers club. The show
will be on view today, tomorrow,
The MacQuarrie test for meand Friday.
deDr. Reitzel was invited to be chanical ability, which was
one of the judges by Miss Lida signed by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie in
of the 1925 to measure mental functiontliambastini, president
Stockton Art league. He met with ing, has been analyzed in a new
other judges yesterday to deter- book by Dr. Harriet Babcock, New
mine the prize-winners of the ex- York clinical and research psychologist.
hibition.
Since the test was developed it
has sold more than 6,000,000
copies, according to Dr. MacQuarrie.
Dr. MacQuarrie developed
Students will have an opportun- this test as a part of his doctoral
ity to hear an authority on East dissertation at Stanford univerAsian politics when Dr. Claude A. sity.
Buss speaks at the Morris DaAey
auditorium Friday at 11:30 a.m..
ONE OF THE FINEST r
according to Dr. William Vatcher.
DEPARTMENTS IN THE EA 1s F:
political science professor.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie. college
Dr. Buss, professor of history
OciMAnR/46.
and chairman of the committee on president, left Washington Square:. 14
annis,1
at
jesterday
to
attend
the
studies
Asian
East
Pacific and
Stanford unisersitj. visited Japan convention of the American A,,
and Southeast Asia in 1930. De’ ciation of School Administrari
was a director of studies at the: in Atlantic City. N.J.
The convention is schedul.si ;
National War college and head of
the San Francisco Office of War; Feb. 17-22. Dr. MaeQuarrie will
return to SJS about Feb. 26
Information.

Art Prof. Judges
Stockton Exhibit
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assortment of u.seless in-, This plus fie similar servings
formation for unmarried students I will furnish a six -room house.
This
The Weather Table
who like to read in bed.
table is the result of many years
Homwhold Mato
How to keep clothes from freez- actual observation since 1767. It
ing in the winter: Don’t wear is constructed according to positinns of the sun and the moon and
them outdoisr. in cold weather.
How to water plants while will show the observer by simple
WA11!1: FM a gallon container of inspections the true weather for
water. and connect a rubber anywhere in the world.
Here is the general forecast
tube to it which will AMON the
tor count rieA : ( .S., mild. falling
water to escape from the conswim; France, intermediate fall Leiner slowly. Then gni" this
ing rain; Germany, colored fallcontainer and tube to the plants
Mg lease.; and London Bridge
to take with them uhereser
is falling down.
there suing
’
These torecasts will vary accordfly -traps in your
How
to- make
Flies like string for a ing to longitude and latitude. If
house
roost. Dip the string in a mixture you are above 42 degrees latitude
of glue and insecticide. Hang sev- and 24 degree’s longitude you can
eral of these treated strings from expect storms, if you are above
%arsons ceilings and light cords 38 degrees latitude and 16 degrees
longitude stay cool and keep your
around your house,
head down.
Hen to get f -trains out of
Barnyard Anecrlot PS
your hair: Kiss. sour hair in a
Farmer Brown had only one
turbo ion of lukewarm time for
NEWEST
halt as, hour. This process wM son who led a very sheltered life
dlossoolso- the strongest hemp and spending most of his time with
PATTERN
our the horses on the farm. As the
will sirmiltaneinnois %ash
IN
hair usrries 1111,1"11 the drain.
years went by the young son grew
Migrators Bird LAW.
up and his kinship with horses inThe season on ducks, geese, creased.
4
brant, coot, and most other migraEventually he got a job in
It IFILI,C.601A.
tory fowls in the U.S. is from which he worked with horses conSept. 7 to Nov. 29. However, the tinuously at the Belmont race
season on Morning Doves extends track in New York,
Farmer
Here so Garborri* 5Itf.
only from Sept. 7 to Sept. 10. Brown is duly proud of his son
Sing pattern with Os
This makes it almost impossible who has already won 36 races and
delightful combination
of modern simplicity and
to hunt Morning Doves, but the hasn’t thrown his jockey once.
delicate grace, so
situations is understandable since Which is pretty good for a three expertly designed that
it was their lobby which elected ear -old,
it blends equally well
Ilse van... warden last year.
with modern or trodi
1Vhen Farmer Jones’ son got
There :ire no restrictions Isn drafted he took the family pet, a
tional decor, formal or
rsening bunting. thos farmers eashmere cat with him. He was
informal table -settings
... as appropriate for
are cautioned against leasing
assigned to the Army Engines-tin -as a bantheir ssis es, alone.
$29.95 o breoltfast
corps building highways in Gel quet. See lovely neer
The hunt mg season extend. many. One day Jones’ cat ran
Gorham "Lily of th
from March 5 to Dec. 10 on door
Volley’. at our stcr
11.1. i /J.
to-door salesnam, hired hands,
noel
milk men, ice men, and ambitious
TIIADI t
grocer boys,
Third it. .1 .,
- if talks thisl
Brick and Banana Dessert, a
week by Richard C. Halverson will
dish that will keep your door
Es’ held in the Little Theater this
open for company ... Ingredients:
one cup sifted flour, two tea- afternoon at 2:30 o’clock.
Halverson, associate pastor of
spoons baking powder, one unpeeled banana, one and one-half the First Presbyterian church,
cup sugar, one egg, well beaten: Hollywood. will speak on "The
eweteri
one-half cup milk, two teaspoons Christ of Paul-,
L N and JUNG
melted shortening, one tablespoon
Halverson will speak tomorrow
baking soda.
at the regular meeting Of the
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
Direction.: Peel the banana
1230 p.m. in Room 39, as well as
and eat. Place the sifted flour,
baking posuder and baking soda,
in the Little Theater,
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John

and

Marsha

Marry

Honey

Lady of sigma
At Candlelight Ceremony
_ _
Ws

(Ed NoteEvery day, day in,
day out, we print stedding storries rapturously describing the
bride, ohat her great grandmother store to the ceremonies,
ad infinitum. Today, just to be
real diffrunt, and to kep men
from feeling too left out of this
women’s Issue, we are going
to print a marriage story rapturously describing the bridegroom).
(Second Ed. NoteAny resemblance between the names in
this story and those of any Spartans, Filing or dead, is purely
coineidentaL)
(Third Ed, NoteWe’d better
Ictiock off writing these Ed.
notes or we won’t hase room
left for the story.)
John S. Smith became the bridegroom of Marsha Jones at a lovely
candlelight ceremony conducted in
the parlor of the Alviso home of
the benedict’s father. Mr. Paul
Smith. The Rev. James Smith (no
relation to the bridegroom) officiated at the Friday evening rites.
John was radiant in ankle length .striped morning trousers
topped by a swallow-tailed black
jacket. For his lapel he chose a
boutonniere of pearl -white bouvardia.
The benedict’s sole jewelry
iiiis matching pearl cuff links
and stick pin, gifts of the bride.
John’s "something old" oas the
pearl grey ascot he otire, the
property of his grandfath,r. A
o hit.. nylon shirt and matching
undies completed the benedict’s
ensemble.
Marsha wore white.
S. John Smith, brother of the
benedict, waited with him at the
chancel rail. Robert White and
William Brown seated the guests
The trio of groomsmen were identically suited in black ties and
tails. Boutonnieres of white carnations accented the dramatic

Alpha Tau Omegas
Initiate Thirteen
Thirteen pledges joined the active ranks of Alpha Tau Omega
in a formal pinning ceremony at
the chapter house at 200 N. 13th
street Sunday.
The new members received their
fraternity pins Jan. 28 before a
breakfast at Lou’s Village held in
their honor by the actives. The
new pledges are Len Cerney, Milt
Merrick, Dan Merrick, Bill Janssen. Hal Gubernich, Jerry Simpson. Bob !fossil, Fred Cockrill.
Pete Fairchial. Fred Wool, Claude
Bolinger, Bob Maydeck, and Bill
Pitcher.

black and white oftheir ensernbles.
Preceding Marsha down the
aisle were Jane Smith. the benedict’s sister; Mary White, sister
of one of the ushers; and Prudence Brown, sister of the other
usher. They wore pink.
The benedict’s mother, Mrs. Arnold Smith of Hollywood, attended her son’s wedding attired in
gold lame. Her accessories were
pale green and she pinned on a
green orchid corsage. The bride’s
mother, Mrs. Ralph Jones, wore
blue.
John greeted guests after the
wedding at the Ahriso Men’s club.
He served groom’s cake from a
table bedecked with bronze candelabra shaped like Winchester
’76’s. The traditional cigars were
distributed by John before he and
Marsha left for their South African honeymoon.
John Was graduated from San
Jose State college in June of
1939. While on campus he was
affiliated with Delta Sigma
Gamma, Delta Sigma Phi, Alpha
Tau Omega, Delta Upsilon, Kappa Alpha. Lambda Chi Alpha,
Phi Sigma Kappa. Sigma Alpha
a Omega,
Epsilon Sigma Gri
Sigma I’i. Theta Chi, Theta Mu
Sigma. Theta Xi, Kappa Sigma
Kappa, l’i Kappa, and Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
Before coming to Washington
Square. John attended schools in
Hollywood, Reno, Hollywood. Las
Carson City.
Vegas, Hollywood,
and Hollywood. He is now employed as a life guard at Cowl’s beach.
Santa Cruz.
Marsha also went to school.

1-1
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cm. rirrs

By
Sigma Pi broke a tradition of
long standing last %seek when
the fraternity pledged the first
female into its all -nude ranks.
The group voted unanimously
to accept the young lady %then
It was disrovered that "Honey ,
a
fourths-old,
peroxided
cocker spaniel had swallowed a
pledge badge.
The discovery was made when
Jack Adarnek, Sigma Pi pledge
and master of Honey, was asked
why he was not wearing his pin.
He replied only that his "girl
friend" had it. Th;s touched off an
immediate investigation by irate
actives They arrived at the conclusion that the only possible
course of action would be to
pledge the fraternity’s first female.
The fraternity brothers are
afraid that Honey’s pledgeship
might be short-lived. Rumors have
circulated that she is not a registered student body card holder.
nor is she carrying the required
number of units. Sigma Pi’s are
trying desperately to get her enrolled in a nature study course.

Scribe Reveals
Nuptial ans
isedding is in th..
A
offing tor Ardith Mass, junior
journalism major, and Doug
The

I’ 11 U p

’14

-

District Prexy Istt !- KATs
For Founders Day Lunchion
district closely acquainted with her alumMrs. James Livels
preaidoist of Kappa Alpha Theta, 1 ni and new pledges ale introduced
was one of the honored gliegit to the group as a whole. At this
speakers Saturday, Feb. 3. vs hen year’s fete each girl contributed
the Gomm Xi charier celebrat- -pennies for as many years as she
ed its Slat birthday. according was -old and also a penny for each
to Lee VIM Doren, press relabirthday of the chapter if she
wished. The money went into a
tions manager.
Mrs. Lively spoke about the friendship fund used by Thetas
v. ho arc in need Oi 1mancial
newly installed Gamma Sigma’.
Mistress id ceremonies was Mrs.
chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta at Jack Cook. La Verne Kneeshaw,
San Diego State college. Sorority pledge trainer, introduced the new
members and alamni celehrated pledge group before luncheon vss
the occasion at the Theta chapter served
house on S. 11th street. Appre,
mutely 85 members, pledges aid
guests gathered.
Kappa Alpha Theta ass
founded Jan. 27. 1870. at As bur)’ college, floss Ih rano. tini,versity. Greencastle. Indiana. It
Delta Phi l’irrilon, educath-S
Is the first knoss n Greek brtter
fraternity. held its initiation of
fraternity for women.
flea members Wednexdas es "flFounder’s day gatherings are ing at the h
of merrit.r
held each year in honor of those ( arol Sealapitio. Admitted Id
who first organized and establish- the honorars rganitation stew
ed this fraternity. The act is e Geniirc Itrokisen. Donna ( order.
chapter endeavors to become more Mar) Ellen Wise. R ttttt a Rd. r,
Vlaggio.
r.i
and

I) 1hi U Holds
’Evening Rites

Eta Epsilon llolds
Candy Sale Twits V

en-

Eta Epsilon. 110MC eet-Mol’
ealed Friday.
the datigiitc, honorary club, is holding a
of Nir. and Mrs. R. II Maw or entincs Day candy sale today III
Corona, Calif. Ardeth attended the library arch.
The purpose of the sale, wilier
Corona high school prior to en-.
rolling at San Jose State college.’ started at 1(1:15 o’clock this morn Doug. the son of Mr. and Mrs. line, is to help finance the quarE. A. Greenquist of San Jose, is, tea’s activities of the club, ac employed in this city. He formerly cording to Morena Haney. pubchairman. Sonja Castburg.
A luncheon held at the Allied studied engineering at the collegellicity
president, is in charge of arrange Arts guild in Menlo Park was the and is an alumnus of San Jose;
’ ments for the sale.
occasion chosen by Beryl Leiona high school.
Dower to reveal her engagement
to Leonhard Frederick May rhofer
Jr.
Beryl is the daughter of Mrs.
Weston G. Dower of Palo Alto.
She attended Punahou high school
in Honolulu and was graduated
from Palo Alto high school. She is
a sophomore student at San Jose
State college.
Also an alumnus of Palo Alto
high school, the future benedict is
a junior at St. Mary’s college.
Leonhard makes his home with
his father, L. F. Maythofer of Palo Alto. His mother is Mrs. Georgia Mayrhofer. also of Palo Alto.
The couple have made no definite wedding plans.
ni,nt.1,

1,5

Mayrhofer-Douer
Betrothal Is Told

JUST UNPACKED
at

Denny Werous At. acitons

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
FRI. EVE.. FEB. 16, 8:30

n
vtegivo-4-41
ov
S. HUROK
presents
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S UDtt.11. c.c.
SAN JOSE AU, CV 34752

Shop Thursday Night lit 9 p.m.

the NYLON SLIP

14.
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IF3 I AM’S
Give her the, slip that

DOZENS OF NEW

JUNIOR
DRESSES
895

8!!ti,f‘

beauty .. . expertly cut for a
Of

a lifetime of
ft.

smooth, smooth

nylon tricot that

requires half +.-a car*

of ordinary fabrics. Beautifully bodiced and hemmed
in airy nylon net with nylon lace inserts.
One of twenty styles by Vanity Fair.
White, bled, or pleit

. 32 ?P.

LOW
PRICED

SIZES 9 TO 15

8/urn’s Little Shop

S

; coda! Lide
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Greemitn.l.

SWART V% BAIRN

Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1931

rst

7sr

Use Your C.C. Charge Account!
520 RAMONA at UNIVERSITY

"IN THE COURT OF THE BELOVED OAK"

PALO ALTO

rt

Wednesday. Feb

14. 1951

1.01.11 I I I’ PDX 10411) NOIIIiharbara kopreulki, permidenl of
aehertising
1111pha I hi preuients a gold Cup
C. D.ttty
in recognition .et her rwholarship achleesiventu ref last
ulll hate her name inriceibed on the cup
And hell.
IJ.tl
I..ng unto thee.- Anrldrr winner..

Tickets are on sale today for
s the WAA banquet to be held at
17:30 p.m. Feb. 72, at Villa Felice,
1 according to publicity manager,
Tickets are
Lloyda Thompson.
, $1.95 and may be purchased from
WAA council members, who will
be wearing WAA banquet tags.
Ruth Lame, outgoing president. I
will preside over the meeting preceding the dinner. She will introiduce guests and speakers on the
’program being arranged by Joan
!Chambers. program chairman.
1
The outgoing president will introduc. the newly-e-lected officers
who will govern WAA activities
during the coming year. These
officers will tw elected on Feb. 15
and 16 in the Women’s gym.
Seeeral WAA members will receive awards for their achievements in WAA activities during
the past year.
The price of admission includes
the. dinner, program and enter: tionment Villa Felice is located
d, three

1)4 Jocz Draws Award om..lesthwenitVeh’incorh(c. .satiner
For 2.60 Gra4 14. Average Juniors lnsta
,

s.11101’
MallsM
SOEIVI)
and
g ecru, I%
a as announced
.0: the Gamma Alpha Chi
high scholastic
. up tor
,rie %erne-lit Dotty won the who’ -,14 !At’, 141,1 sl.C1111; Wilt) a 27$
aith a
tall
tto
a,d
tie.:1
.
a..
Itv..1

114 pledges
0.1’1’
:..t t
I
initiated. Thee are Beth Cale in,1
Margaret Nakamura, Betty Yoho,
chrnaine ties k. .Joanne
Mary (a11.11 BA I t 11014.M.V. 14-0- Vilers,
Jeannine Shod,. Rosemarie Polstnelh. Agnes Roller. II is Beaton.
lktty (*icerone. l’at Perry, katifj
Williams, Martha Erazell, Pat Mchim. lietei Walter and Jan Wolff.

MSS
fi cers
pinn. Barbecue
0f

Beth Calvin ,A :LS installed Mon day. as president of the junior
class
Nancy Lee is the new junior
vice-piesident. Other officers installed were Vitginia Ashley. secretary.; Deloris Peterson, treasurer; and Tom lelullan, junior representative to the Student Council.
Marian Huttmann was appointed
as the new chairman for the Junheld
ior Prom, which will he
sisApril 3 at Mary Ann Gardens.
Me’tntie:
A combination work party and
darns. ".-ioup, will participate. in a
also
planned at
noin-coll. ge symposium Saturwa-’-y barbecue
was
the council
at Mills college, according to Dr. Monday’s meeting of
01 tr..
Hildegard.. Sprcen, faculty diree- Elsie Lawson is chairman
affair during which jUlliOIS inti t.ci
tor for the group.
work eni posters and other ai
The members will present a to
dance of then ..on composition, ranitements for the prom.

Juni.
,up. ciitittittutril
Sou JOS. )1.Nol1
I n. 7
cosine env, a% ed ra;
ith the 19414 and 1949
;
.1...slyti Not iii. Mairellii
,kr-, And
KlrIC
(irt,r,t
t
Upit
lora Iti ad oith a 2.710 last
orito and Hever!) Hater *Oh a
’
in the fall !lotto is scrietary
4.arrU114 Alpha Chi. a national
,d eft /sing tratcrents toi
The einnuunictoent ’.’.a,. made
of
a
meeting
tie
the
YWCA
%cuticf.
t Ii7. Al1411
_
the
’Portrait of .111 AltiSt, 1111
COffEE AND
ciii’-gollegefe.
demonsti atom
DOUGHNUTS
of
,:aia is
11u. syniponitint will le a Pine a master lesson and concert
lee’. Mahrs
I:.

erchesis Club
10 Visit Mills

20e

SiS (:minselors

Eye Job Situation

Lembo Shale%

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
IP"ri

The "Dog for Lanini" drive was S
the subject of a lively debate!
Monday afternoon as senior council members voted to donate $100
to the drive, then defeated a motion to rescind the donation.
The conflict started when Tom
Cameron. president of the International Relation.s club, made a
- notion to donate
’he money to the
irive. After 20;
runtnes of hectic S
t he
liscu.ssion,
group eoted
to
unanimously
give $100. Then
Bob Madsen,’
body
student
vice-president,
suggested that
BOB MADSEN perhaps a little

gaeel from Gasper at
cened
the close :if the meeting. Vicepresident Bob Rojka, Secretary
Nancy Mart -n. and Treasurer Evorene Hatt’,:cl also took office. for
the first

more thought should be given to
the subject and made a motion to
rescind the previous motion.
Piesident Ed Gasper called for
He
a sob.. It ended in a tie.
It
called tor a standing vote.
ended in a tie. Then Gasper voted
with the rescinders, and the deadlock was broken. Cameron then
came up with the information that
according to parliamentary Procedure a two-thirds majority was

pire

-ea
Ed Prof to Spk
On Child Problems

Gray. associate proMrs :
. education, will be the
fessor
dinner sp.aker at the Association
for Childricod Education 26th annual convention Saturday.
Protestor
topic

the

on

speak

will

Effect

Adjustment

Teacher
Child’s

Gray
"The

AdjusIrnent" at

of

the

on

the

the

eve-

ning dinner being held at the Emroom of the Sainte Claire
hotel.
MUN1CIAES OPEN

HEARTS

A
SAN L,TEGO. Calif WI’)
four-year -old girt. doomed to die
of cancer. will have a teltatision
receiver t., watch the last days of
her life-. Ceve hundred San Diego
area musw.ans will donate their
time at a ten -band western dance
to raise money to buy the set for
necessary to rescind a Previous Sandra Sc:.’ Hundley. Doctors said
motion, ar.d the "Dog for Lanint" Sandra has only a few months, at
drive was $1.00 closer to its goal. the mix;t, e.0 live.
Dick M.acQuiddy, councilman in
charir of the Senior Ball, stated
HAVE YOU BEEN
that the dance would be held in
the Gold room and the Nob Hill
TO THE
room ot the Fairmont hotel in
San Francisco on June 2. Price of
bits for the affair will be about
$3.60, MacQuiddy said.
Santa Clara
President-elect Duke Derao re.-

CIRCUS?

TODAY ENJOY
your favorite
sandwich & milkshake
at the

mrarsIa I (irrearnerv
HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX

SALAD BOXES 3k

EACH

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rotes for Students
Also New Portak,les

Former S111111111 inileN Dr. Keitzel
TO

Speak before Northern Educators

I ), Mar one
l, liteiticl, head of
II’.- San lose fzrate college art
it.

AMUSEMENT
it toe Hon..- ef

Spartan Bowlers
P.E. CLASSES
HELD HERE

MIN’S

n
W

.

.

mill he the guest
Si. Art al a me. mug of art teach five I li..4nn et
les and
Ii OM Sisktyou
minty
in Call :ii ilia
The April 7 meeting will
,Is held at the
flregott
(Vetiver of lEdri, won at Ashland.
%%
Dr Heitrel
needed to the
’ii’,’, toghy a !iirmer SJS student.
MarlOtt
%th,
NhO is now
-ail ill the
department at
ii. tow, esitl
Miss .N.h said

EASY
f
PARK

’bet tr

fuli hm of
P,,. -1 Nil iloqi asd

12 Lanes

hat Di.. licit/el, as an outstanding
educator in the art field, would
help the teachers ’retain the inspiration of creatiee expression in
the midst of es erydzo pressures."
lie
Reltzel said recently that
he would tease his talk on the (Imo( new kinds of art materials on
the elementary, high school, and
college levels.
lie said that he
would .mphasize the eise of native.
materials hy the local teachers,
for the purpose- of fitting the. students’ work to the hackground of
their particular area

ADMIRAL PEARI SKIIOS. Arctic I
Oars, ’Oafs.% "Eshtosted and storwci.
wor saw
Itamburgar mir. you can
.wiacprto our clisappmnfmant when we
In be only the North Pohl

JOSE BOWL
112 W

Santa Clara

CY

3.9727

----Easy Payment

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

Free Parking Next Door

ROYAL

REMINGTON

Est, 1900

24 S. 2n4 St., CYprxtss 3-6383

Datteilig
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ROSE ROOM
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STUDIO CLUB

FJUNTAIN & LUNCH
tr.

polo alto

NO MINIMUM - NO COVER
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Four San Jas.. State counselors
yesterday %valet’ the Owens-Corning fiber glass plant.
The counselors, Dr. Gene %Val lard, Mr. John W. Thompson.’
Dean Stanley Benz, and Dean Joe
tvEW TAX( -OUT FEATURE’
It. West, made. the trip with the
San Jose Guidance ;association.
Ciasutie4 ads Atoith be Oared at tIti
The purpose of the trip was to
Cr,sp Cold. Dial1ciews
7th Q,
isq.eosn Eels
Crreeurat lelen.q’s Onto 1100.. IC 5th discuss preparation of students
Cottage Cheese ComIsinas;.,
Ess SAM Fnn.ndo
it net 1$ wedt, payable in
an&
for employment in the plant. The 413017600001110000020000=1"..e..C.4400CesesOCCGOGOOGOCGOe
charge is throe (iota
ridre..
wo,4
association will meet again Feb.
28, at the California State- EmFOR RENT
Men: Rimpill tiRri Antifel or 1104ird ployment office..
ttlik I’S S I tIle slier I, CV 3-9734).
Sertlien. See4t Transportation
Red for one man. Kitchen prierstudents who plan to drive
!, es
!..4
Ninth street.
to the Idaho boxing matches SatMen. (’o-op--rouini PA, hoard urday, or would share. expenses for
11WillS. free days. Al- the trip. are asked to contact Jim
most
ampus
$47 S
Fifth laiwns. or Fran Errota at the
Used Standard & Portable Mac., -e F-or Sale
street.
-.661
Spartan Daily office immediately.

31assif-*-1
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Local Boxers Eye
Trackmen Pick 1511, Straighi Win
Five San Jose State college
trackmen were chosen team commissioners Monday night at a
meeting of Coach Winter’s track
and field squad in the Student
Union.
Winter announced the following selections: Jack Passey, hurdle; Dore Purdy, distances: Jim
Gillespie. sprints; George Mattos,
jumpers: and G e or ge Nickel.
weights.
The purposes of the commissioners are to act as liaisons between squad and coaches and to
foster team spirit, Winter said.

Yearling Spikemen
SholiimproN ement
Freshman tiack and
men
at San Jose State college have begun their second month of training for the 1951 season, Don Bryint, fresh cinder coach, announc
d yesterday.
Bryant said competition is keen
in all events and the yearlings
11.11LIMOOD BALLETAs gracetill a .1 troupe of professional
terpsichoriennes, San Jose State college lassies engage in a 4.1044ely- have shown steady improvement
contested basketball game held in the remodeled %%omen’s gym. The all along.
alpine action is typical of the various athletic actititir. in which the
Traekmen Ilf the week for the
11 -AA, Tau Gamma and other PE clubs participate. Emphasis on
last three ueeks include Jim
ti-mate sports is part of the AWS program not% in progress on the
Van ’/ant, San Francisco 880photo by Zimmerman
local campus.
yard MHO from Balboa high
school; Paul Bowen, Peninsula
Athletic league mile champion
f
Palo Alto high school; and
K. Jensen.
First field man of the week was
Vern Windreth, star football players and trackman at Roosevelt
Tau Gamma, honor soviet) for high school in Honolulu. lie also is
By ARDETH MAW
PF: and Recreation majors, is a member of the Spartan judo
The women’s P.E. department
designed for professional growth team.
any
deas
lias As’ little publicity
Other field men of the week
and better scholarship, states
were Nick Hummel. shot and disrob - Lloyd A. Thompson. president.
partment on camptildfd i
ably Is one of the busii,st. ExtraTau Gamma sponsors an alumna cus ace from Piedmont. and Stan
chuhert,..
.
. .
curricular activities center around breakfast for all PE and Recrein
the
majors
.holds
,tpring:
ation
Tau
three organizations, WAA.
initiation parties each quarter and
Gamma, and PE and Recreation usually has a ski trip. All PE inma jor club.
structors are honorarN members of
Women’s athletic asmention. Tau Gamma.
open to any woman ASB memIn dependent league, Division
and
ber, provides recreation
"7,", Chi Pi Sigma is. Midnight
sports opportunities, according
Trotter... III’ league, Division
Stanford university stole the "X", Chi Delta Chi.., Islanders
to WAA president Ruth Laine.
Sports. varying uith the season. show at the WAA playday with
Independent league, Dhision
include hockey, basketball, soft- San Jose State coll ge held on "X", (’hi Bella (’h iv’.. Islanders
Saturday.
badmincampus
Stanford
Orehesis.
the
ball, fencing,
and Catcutters as. Kappa sigma
ton, bowling, tennis. volleyball, winning all t h re e basketball Kappa, 7 p.m.
games.
riding and swimming.
’Division "X", Stags is. Lint’General meetings. heid once a
The game‘scores were: Gopherst ers. IF(’ league, Division "A".
quarter, are usually in the form of 13, Stanford 28: CWC 25. Stan- Delta Sigma Pi is. Theta Mu
a sports spread.
ford 39; and Prestidigitators TRH Sigma, 8 p.m.
For each activity in which she Stanford 22.
Division "A". Delta Upsilon as
Pi Kappa Alpha and Delta Sigparticipates 50 per cent, a girl re’
tournament
week
Earlier in the
ma Ganuna is. Kappa Alpha.
ceives 100 points, with additional
oft icers or games were held between the two 9 p.m.
points for captains,
sports managers. She is awarded WAA leagues in the Womer.’,.
THE ORIGINAL
a VAA emblem for 500 points, and gym. The scores ran as follov.,
with 15(X) points she has permis- CWC 35. Prestidigitators 36: Dell
Gamma 33, Gamma Phi Beta :21
sion to buy a blazer.
Every year WAA ch.nr.e., the Mary George 10, Grace Hall
Digits 16, Nurses 6: Chi Omega
outstanding senior, one ttho
already received the other 19, Gamma Phi M Digits 14.,
auards and has made the out- Gurnpeteers 24; Gophers 26. CWC;
1601 C-CY 4-66114
standing contribution of the 15; Freshmen 33, YWCA 16.
year.
A WAA banquet is held every
spring for presentation of awards
and initiation of officers PE and
Recreation major club is devoted
to the promotion of professional
relations. Only women PE and Recreation majors are eligible, according to PEREC president. Joan
Euszek.
PERF.0 supplies books for the
PF: and Recreation library, which
to one
can Ix used by all students.
The organization also sponsors
a banquet for outgoing seniors.

Women’s P.E. Dept.
Unpublicized, Active

Coach Dee Port::: Spar
clash with the U
versity of Idaho Saturday night at
Moscow, they will be after their
15th consecutive dual meet.
On the other hand. the Vandals
will be seeking their first win ot
the season after sharing the NC AA championship w ith (kinzag3
last .ear.
Idaho lost to Louisiana state
at New Orleans Dec. 10, tied
ttith Washington state at Pullman in danuart. and suffered a
6-1 setback at the hands of the
Minnesota Gotilwrs at Minneapolis Friday.
Saturday’s mee! will he the first
home engagement of the season
for the co-national champs and
with 5000 rabid Var.dal fans looking on. they will be hard to whip.
Idaho’s team strength dropped
a notch three weeks ago it was
found out yesterday, when DeForest Tovey dropped out of school
Tovey was the Vandals’ top 1St.
lb. boxer. lie defeated SJS’s Al
Tafoya in the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate tourney. last year after
losing to the Spartan the yea!
before
Sophomore Terry McMullen
rephwed Tine in the t andals’
meet with Minnesota, and lost
to Gopher Date Macke in his
first collegiate competition.
In Yhat may ht. th:- outstandinmatch of the meet. Nlac Martine/.
NCAA champ, will battle Idaho Frank). F:chevarria in the 125-111

1-;:
The hest hovers on the Vandal
squad are the it Aker ti,44they4.,
Norm and Len.
Norm hoses in the 130-1b.
stun and reaped the finals of the
NCAA tourney in 1949. He lost
to Washington State’, Ev Conley
in the PCI finals last Near. However, he has beaten Conley NCAA champ. twice in two years,
once this Near
Portal announced yesterday that
he as inserting Jerry Stern in the
135-1h. division to meet Walker.
Stern was scheduled to mint
teammate Johnny Johnson :Monday for the 145 -lb spot. but Poi tal called off the challenge bout
Stern won the National Junior
College lightweight championship
Iwo years ago when he boxed lo:’
Of Sall Frahei,,,,
C’t
In the 155-1h. ditision, Idaho’s
Len !Balker %till face Rob Eviler. Len has held the Nt 1 s
135-11). and 145-11). titles
ed lip another %%eight brat het this year. Ile lost to 11.!41
fiord) Perisieh at Nett Orleans
in December. but Ps risich is rat ed one of the best middlett eight
in the nation.
Another change in Idaho’s lineup is Jack Ramos who replace,
231-1b. Mary Beguhl in the heavyueight class. Ramos lost to
Minnesota’s Ron Raeling last
week.
The Spartan, leae San .1,1.
Thursibv morning tit 1-45

Echevarria met Martinez in the
final. of ’he PCI last year. dropping a close decision to the Spartan. Martinez says Echevarria
one of the best featherweight,
the nation despite the fact thai
’
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age Schedule

Come On,
Girls!

Let’s all go back
of those

/

Mom. Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They

veM enjoy
a ccomt-socl a tiOnS
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
NO,i41 at
SAYSHORE H1WAY.
StsE. Sar4a
30bit
Ow of San Joee’s Meat
CY 4-6076
AAA-Appureisd

GOOD
Launderettes
again this week.

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
463

South Second Street
2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF 1
FONESDAYS
SPECIAL PRICE ON WASHES
TUESDAYS

GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDERETTE
872 East Santa Clara Street

SUNDAYS
SUNDAYS

2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF 1
SPECIAL PRICE ON WASHES

SANTA CLARA ST. AT 17th
Phone CY 4 7079

§etMOO 8/ATE

Ted’s

WAA Tea ms Lose

MOBIL GAS STATION

Dr-z- 144

DOWNTOWN
345 S. lit St.
CY 3-7007 .

CALIFORNIA

Reel Stetson. Arlene D.0-WATCH THE BIRDIE

STUDIO

S. lit at San Salvador
CY 2-6778

rtlAAy

400 S. lit St.
CY 441083

Rndolph Scott Ellen Dr*.
CHINA SKY
Al,,’ -Boanbadier-

Ken Johnson, Kathryn Grayson
’GROUNDS FOR MARRIAGE"
Also ’Pony bros.. Days’

JOSE

57 N. lit St.
CY 6-9979

Jotirr Wayne, Ill. RAIMIS
-TALL IN THE SADDLE
Also Delightfully Dangerous

&Otero -

A’so

CREST

mcS); 257.18S9t3 PADRE

01;rer
’/-alespeares -HENRY THE
Also Why Ken’s’?

-DESERT COMMAND
Alto
-SPY RING

STATE

145 S. lit St.
CY 3-3353

263 S. lit St.
CY 3-1953
Alan L.441
"BRANDED"

Also -Foe HreesseA’s

ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment from the
DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS

NE/GIMON/000

GARDEN

1165 Lincoln Ave.!
G140,
CY 3.9.0

MAYFAIR

4,so ’French’,

TOWNE
Aiso

Alrnceyt A41.m2ad04;
RANCHO.
Jane Wyman, Kiri Douglas
THE GLASS MENAGERIE"
Also -Uselotcooi Gid"

PALO ALTO

CY 34405

SANTA CLARA
Eianor Par’,
’ THREE SECRETS
Also ’County feir

vs& s.

.

,
Sans..
AX 6054o
N

DRIVE - IN

ierweci

El.

E. Soma Clara

..144. Crawford
HARRIET CRAIG
"A Life of Her Own’

Bing Crosby
MR MUSIC

Hester
Th. Al.rned.
CY.f3-3616
(..ary Grant
MR. LUCKY
TM Lade Telles A Chance

75th

I/2j

t

DA 74830
AArt Ladd
"BRANDED"
Also ’Juoalo Sternparelit-

1311,
S.J.DRIVE4N -

Gestiltd.
CY. S-5,3711

St’erling Hayden. Lou s C.a!hern
THE ASPHALT JUNGLE
Also " The Women i

SHAMROCK

S. lit &
At?"
CY 4-6942

WIter Houston
’GUNS A-RlAZIN
Ake -1.40+1, Toirgh Guy

(;rad Will Express
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,I. oral. lit can expect
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. 1 Defense Head
eettngs Declares Our

ll.’edne...rlat, Yeti

sPARTAN DA111.1(

U.1

the discrissira. The affair is open
Ia. all interested persons.
After the talk. Dr. Draper will
hold a question period, to be followed by an illustrated lecture on
pathology Color films of cancer
and leukemia will be shown.
Dui mg World War 11, Dr. Draper set ,.ed as a medical officer on
Na’.y destroyer. He graduated
from Ha. Stanford Medical college and later did athanced work
at (7ortiell University.
At in esent. Dr. Draper is on
two wyyks leave from a position
at Mt Zuni hospital in San Francisco. during which he is serving
as a pathol.,....0 at the CommunitN Service la-intal of San Jose.
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Buildings Safe

Tau Delta Phi: Wet in tower at
Bill Hubbard, chairman of the
1130 a.m. Friday.
campus Defense and Disaster
Tri sigma: Dinnur meeting at committee reassures students and
Town House Tuesday. Sign up in the faculty that "roofs and upper
floors will not fall on you if you
Room 30 before Friday.
are in the basements of buildings
Fencing Club: Meet in Women’s on campus designated in our regym today. at 3:30 p.m.
port."
Mr. Hubbard issued this stateTorch and Sword: Meet in B63
ment _after several persons came
today at 730.
to him with questions about the
Newman Club: Sign up for ping probable safety of the basements.
pang tourney in Men’s PE office "Our buildings of reinforced steel
or Newman hall by Friday. Open and concrete are reasonably safe
to fraternity, sorority and inde- as evidenced by all reports. They
are the only type of buildings that
pendent groups.
at least partially withstood the
Senior Ball Committee: Meet in atomic blasts," he added. "These
Student Union today at 3:30 p.m. buildings also were recommended
Education Students: Those who by the Sacramento Civil Defense
plan to take ED. I04A, should of f ice."
The report that the basements
pre-register with Miss Ann Fabrizio in Room 161 before Thurs- were not safe may have stemmed
day. Students planning to take from the fact that in England in
ED. 207 in spring must register in the last war many people were
hurt by falling buildings. HubRoom 61 by Feb. 20.
ADA: Meet In 1193 today at 7:30 bard declared. However, he said,
most of those buildings were made
p.m. for important meeting.
Psych Club: Meet at Student of brick which flew apart when
he bombs fell on or near them
Center at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
and that this should not happen
Social Affairs: Meet in Student to our concrete buildings.
l7nion at 3:30 p.m. today.
ANYTIMEDay or Night .
False Alarm.
Coffee and Donuts at
WET MOt ’Tif, Mass. ( UP)
Swirls of snow, blown from a
building roof were mistaken for
smoke by a passerby, who soundedl
371 West San Carlos
a fire alarm.
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SAFEBill
Hubbard, chairman of San Jose
State college Defense and 1)1’. aster committee, has confidence
In the workability of the defense
plan as outlined earlier. Here he
esplains the reasons for using
hasernestt on campus as sate
areas.
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ENJOY YOUR CIGARETTE!...
If you’re not happy with your present
brand (and a 38 -city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Luckies! You’ll
get the happy blending of perfect mildness and rich taste that fine tobacco
and only fine tobaccocan give you.
Remember, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoyment. Be HappyGo Lucky today!
CO
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TOBACCO CONIANY
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HOME MADE RAVIOLI
Co.-’. sal you are
Week Days $1.40
Sundays
Holidays $1.65
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Lucky Strike

THE ITALIAN
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Means
Fine Tobacco

Open 11 JO AM..9 PM
175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
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